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1. What is the Extent of United States Legal Jurisdiction? 

"Why are these companies, who are not even based in the 
United States, pulling services due to FOSTA?".  
  
It is pretty obvious that United States jurisdiction will cover; 

1. any individual, no matter where located, who is a citizen or resident 
of the United States;  

2. any person within the United States,  
3. any corporation or other entity formed under the laws of the United 

States. 
 

However 

 

by merely "doing business"  
with a person or company in the US,  

you may be subject to the laws of the United States.  
 

What does "doing business" mean?  
 

To determine if you are “doing business”  

The Courts look at the  
 

"nature and quality of the commercial activity  
that an entity conducts over the Internet"  

(Zippo's case).  
 
 So to illustrate two extremes; 

1. if you are merely an information providing non interactive service on the internet, you 
would be unlikely to attract personal US jurisdiction.  

2. If you were actively entering into contracts with people to provide services, then you will 
most likely attract US law  
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1.0.1. Zippo "Sliding Scale" test for internet jurisdiction 

The Court established a three-prong test for determining whether a court has 

jurisdiction over a website. Under the test, “the likelihood that personal jurisdiction 

can be constitutionally exercised is directly proportionate to the nature and quality of 

the commercial activity that an entity conducts over the internet.” 

“At one end of the spectrum are situations where a defendant clearly does business 

over the internet, an active website.” 

If the defendant enters into contracts with residents of a foreign jurisdiction that 

involve the knowing and repeated transmission of computer files over the internet, 

then personal jurisdiction is proper.” 

“At the opposite end are situations where a defendant has simply posted information 

on an internet website which is accessible to users in foreign jurisdictions.” 

“A passive website that does little more than make information available to those 

who are interested in it is not grounds for the exercise of personal jurisdiction.” 

“The middle ground is occupied by interactive websites where a user can exchange 

information with the host computer.” 

In these cases, the exercise of jurisdiction is determined by examining the level of 

interactivity and commercial nature of the exchange of information that occurs on 

the website.” 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zippo_Manufacturing_Co._v._Zippo_Dot_Com,_Inc.


 
 

 
 

2. ACTIONS; What are some things I can do? 

 

We suggest that you take the following four actions 

1. Back Up 

2. Move to Safer Locations, Programs and Practises 

3. Protect Yourself as Much as Possible from Attack (or Fasten Your 

Seatbelts It’s Going to be a Bumpy Night) 

4. Have a Plan B in case your  Safer Locations, Programs and 

Protection Practices Fail.  

Remember failure can be partial, eg. email only hacked or full eg 

your ISP folds taking everything you had online with it). The first 

line of your Plan B should be the regular backups you started  in Action One. 

 

3.1. Backup your stuff! 

In response to FOSTA-SESTA, some platforms have been deleting sex work 
related information or even whole sites with little or no warning. 

This means that your valuable and sometimes irreplaceable data such as 
advertisements, photos, client lists etc. if not backed up may be lost 
forever.  

We suggest that you backup your data, websites, emails and other 
important information comprehensively and regularly. 
 

3.1.1. Screenshots 

This can be as simple as making screen shots of everything that you have of value online. Screenshots, 
although simple to do, as outlined below, only give you images of your data and do not allow you to 
directly transfer data to a new site . 

3.1.2. How to Take Screenshots 

● Windows; we suggest you use the Snipping Tool to capture screenshots 
● Mac; how to take a screenshot on your Mac 
● Android; Screenshots on any Android Phone 
● iPhone; How to take a screenshot on your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch 
● Windows; Screenshots on Your Windows Phone 
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https://support.microsoft.com/en-au/help/13776/windows-use-snipping-tool-to-capture-screenshots
https://support.microsoft.com/en-au/help/13776/windows-use-snipping-tool-to-capture-screenshots
https://support.apple.com/en-au/HT201361
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.apple.com%2Fen-au%2FHT201361&h=ATNpddYuwBHzF0moIQdjSrNfliAdW3Kf2R-HrRlPBr_4GbcEs0n7K38W7NfrUZAiCeaT-1R2jcLJyHfpRh7wV1ozAsHzXEQx4P0eo4hI8owQRYBp4w0
https://www.greenbot.com/article/2825064/android/how-to-take-a-screenshot-on-your-android-phone.html
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.greenbot.com%2Farticle%2F2825064%2Fandroid%2Fhow-to-take-a-screenshot-on-your-android-phone.html&h=ATPFvz_62OIctCI9DMiHcUL2tSlJADH5mPa09TSgIEr9K8NzupixTKSwp_mHccFGV7qYW8umeXkt6wiNr5u94SvFWRHW4F41yI97ewUNGhz-hiJbiTY
https://support.apple.com/en-au/HT200289
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fsupport.apple.com%2Fen-au%2FHT200289&h=ATMaymm6ckmZHxDN1YwIycE2rCV_EeDwy_DE6Rm0qzTx5eUOI8SeP1JMojF7TsT6Hjb8_re_5oR9fTJ5gfQFrzUphjF68TxNG1I6GZ8eKMqaOiOra-M
https://support.microsoft.com/en-au/help/10933/windows-phone-take-a-screenshot
https://support.microsoft.com/en-au/help/10933/windows-phone-take-a-screenshot


 
 

 
 

We would suggest screenshots for an initial low level capture of data and also to have images of 
what your websites etc. actually looked like. 

3.2. Backing Up Online Data 

If you have taken a copy of your information before it is deleted you will not lose your information 
if your internet service provider deletes your data or closes down due to FOSTA-SESTA. 

Backups should be done regularly to capture changes to your information and you should have a 
minimum of three consecutive backup sets at anyone one time. You can backup to cloud storage or 
to your computer’s hard drive or a portable drive. It is prudent to store at least one backup set 
offsite. 

We suggest that you have three consecutive physical backups on your own hard drive or personal 
drive and that you also store copies of these in sex worker friendly cloud storage. Google drive is 
not sex work friendly. 

You can also get more detailed backups from specific sites. 

 

3.3. Backup Google Products including Gmail 

 

See https://www.zdnet.com/article/ultimate-guide-to-gmail-backup/ 
or for a simpler 

"just download my data" approach go here 
https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/3024190?hl=en 
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https://www.zdnet.com/article/ultimate-guide-to-gmail-backup/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/ultimate-guide-to-gmail-backup/
https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/3024190?hl=en
https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/3024190?hl=en


 
 

3.6. Twitter Backup 

Go here: https://help.twitter.com/en/managing-your-account/how-to-download-your-twitter-archive  
and click "Your Twitter Data" then enter password,  
and click "Twitter Archive". 
Note: this does not back up all your followers. 
Also https://www.technologyhint.com/backup-twitter-account/ 
https://www.makeuseof.com/tag/backup-export-twitter-lists/ 
 
There is a google chrome extension called Twlets which lets you download your 
twitter data ex followers, those who you follow onto an excel spreadsheet. It 
costs $5.55 for 25000 credits. 1 credit = 1 like or one follower, so you could 
download all your likes or all your followers, or all the people you follow. 
 
 

3.7. Facebook Backup 

 

 

From Facebook https://www.facebook.com/help/131112897028467 

also 

Your own computer’s hard disk or a portable hard disk. 

 

3.8. Backup Your Website 

Check with your hosting platform for back up instructions that suit your site 

Some common sites are 

● Wordpress: 

https://www.dreamhost.com/blog/back-up-wordpress-website/ 

● GoDaddy: 

https://au.godaddy.com/web-security/website-backup?isc=cardigan 

● Crazy Domains:  
https://www.crazydomains.com.au/site-backup/ 

● Siteground: 

https://www.siteground.com/tutorials/cpanel/backup-tool/ 

● Generic: 

https://www.codeguard.com/ 
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https://www.technologyhint.com/backup-twitter-account/
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https://au.godaddy.com/web-security/website-backup?isc=cardigan
https://au.godaddy.com/web-security/website-backup?isc=cardigan
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fau.godaddy.com%2Fweb-security%2Fwebsite-backup%3Fisc%3Dcardigan&h=ATO3LPqCkP2354dPANd4A3obcfhljEc4ubekOAlQ7gnAYFf1w3Hef-bmovRw2GVfElTFBT60tlThOiW_Lqc3TNGy4ikSoGBlqSpEht6tUZGVMcHAa34
https://www.crazydomains.com.au/site-backup/
https://www.crazydomains.com.au/site-backup/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.crazydomains.com.au%2Fsite-backup%2F&h=ATMXQ05qM0-8NkktCRzvG9fttuZEuGypgsjjd2MgYoTqNAyU2BL1Dx5FRteTfuZHYJiUYvqp4dHfoK4LNBzttA-49N-CdmLVBdNE0i-cDUoHK0gTnug
https://www.siteground.com/tutorials/cpanel/backup-tool/
https://www.siteground.com/tutorials/cpanel/backup-tool/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.siteground.com%2Ftutorials%2Fcpanel%2Fbackup-tool%2F&h=ATPOw8fl1oZu20f8ZoaQBiPasYywmXQVJaKR_AL55Aph2eQJW4IlvGhMMxlDrTa652KZmdTwNw1mm0Y2BBan8nfxM6KfXQfdG_oaQzjFynXAq0rldXWMgGAvz_YS0QRD
https://www.codeguard.com/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.codeguard.com%2F&h=ATNkb1x0_bdgdNRXPb7KW0046sGPZIh6u9oeKxDdEwRUaGjBTyUwz5yXk1KXSjPqi1YmtNxzAzrfuKsHAQsim79obJvz25EltmbBS7aVI-jPXIFjiYHXiIW686FAs67T


 
 

3.9. Some Websites Can’t be Backed Up 

Some web sites can’t be backed up, including Squarespace and Wix. 
 
Sex workers on these sites are archiving their sites to www.archive.org/ page-by-page as a temporary backup 
solution. Taking screenshots of each page of your site will also assist you if you have to rebuild elsewhere. 
 

3.9.1. Note on Squarespace 

Recent information is that if you are not a United States resident or do not run your business from the 
United States then your Squarespace site will be managed under Irish law and the laws of your country of 
residence. 
 You should read Squarespace’s full Acceptable Use Policy and Updated Terms of Service and Updated 
Privacy Policy (effective from 14 May 2018), plus their current policies as there are a large number of sub 
conditions with which you must comply. 
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https://archive.org/
https://archive.org/
https://www.squarespace.com/acceptable-use-policy/
https://www.squarespace.com/acceptable-use-policy/
https://www.squarespace.com/terms-of-service-new
https://www.squarespace.com/terms-of-service-new
https://www.squarespace.com/privacy-new/
https://www.squarespace.com/privacy-new/
https://www.squarespace.com/privacy-new/


 
 

 

4. Keep Safe and Move If Possible to Safer Locations 

The United States virtually “owns” the internet through its ownership of all domains, the wide jurisdiction on 
internet matters it has granted itself though extending United States court jurisdiction in internet matters to 
“anyone who does business with a person or company within the United States”, and other factors such as 
the Cloud Act, there may be now very few fully 100% safe locations. 
 
However, there will be some locations that are safer than others. 
 

4.1. Safer Locations for Advertising 

As we have seen in the last few weeks no advertising location is “safe” from FOSTA-SESTA. We suggest that, 
at the very least, you should have a Plan B for any sites that you use or advertise on that are United States 
based, or registered or owned by a person or entity who is a resident in or a citizen of the United States. That 
Plan B should include regularly backing up all data you need if that site ceases to operate without notice. We 
would recommend that where possible you move off any sites that you use or advertise on that are United 
States based, registered or owned by a person or entity resident in or a citizen of the United States. 
 

4.2. Where Can I Advertise? 
A number of sex workers have internet-based lists of suitable sites that they update as circumstances change 
and new sites come online 

4.2.1. Current Available Lists: 

https://adalternative.wixsite.com/mysite 
https://www.mssiennacharles.com/blog/backpage-is-dead-need-help 
https://www.phoenixx.me/ace-renegades/promoting-on-a-budget 
 
These lists may change location without notice. Contact SWOP if you have 
trouble locating lists and sites and we will forward the latest information 

● Email: swopconnect@swop.org.au 
● Address: Level 4, 414 Elizabeth Street, Surry Hills NSW 2010 
● Hours: Mon, Tues, Thurs & Fri: 10am - 6pm, Wed: 2pm - 6pm 

Telephone: (02) 9206 21666 Freecall: 1800 622 902 NSW outside 
Sydney 

 

4.3. Sex Worker Developed, Run and Led Advertising Site 

4.4. Free Classifieds for Sex Workers in the Old Cracker Style at 
Crockor 

Crockor (that is with two ‘o’s is a free, sex worker-run advertising site 
which is very similar in look, feel and market to the now-closed, old 
Cracker site. 
Crockor is not exclusively for sex work, but also carries general 
classifieds. 
Crockor ads can now be boosted - http://crockor.com.au 

4.6. General Comment on Advertising 

Advertising is an art, not a science. 
Some people get no business form sites that others thrive on, and vice versa, for no apparent reason. 
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https://adalternative.wixsite.com/mysite
https://www.mssiennacharles.com/blog/backpage-is-dead-need-help
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mssiennacharles.com%2Fblog%2Fbackpage-is-dead-need-help&h=ATNvAA4c9kG0tEppod5coLSZIetrt2I-uk_wohS1eUmdddpbEc9ZDH6IQX2fb99HybZXKqokKQ3iGXzIBRXQEpcE-gekyyD6qvB3uBuCMd21sDZKxok
https://www.phoenixx.me/promoting-on-a-budget/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.phoenixx.me%2Face-renegades%2Fpromoting-on-a-budget&h=ATPDvxwwKTn8g8eMPdoURtk15xuUzE-8HHrri4juaUyX6kZCKs2mmhyriG2if6iMT2mvxYnPVsEr0y64g6Gk891reZoyM655OmjAWb6bXIheZuB9IRQ
http://crockor.com.au/


 
 

Small changes in wording often get large changes in advert response. 
 

 

4.6.2. Red Umbrella Hosting 

https://redumbrella.ch/ 
More Information here 

 

 

4.9. What Domains are Safe? 
 
We’re seeing a lot of confusion about the liability of .COM websites hosted here 
in Australia, or anywhere outside of the USA. 
 
It is SWOP’s opinion that they’re at risk, because all .COM sites are operated by 
Verisign, and remain under ultimate jurisdiction of U.S. law; including 
FOSTA/SESTA when it becomes law. 
 
At a bare minimum if your sex work website is a .COM, SWOP suggests you back 
up data now, irrespective of where it is hosted, and consider looking at places to 
run a backup site in the event that it goes down. 
 

4.11. Is My Email Account Safe? 

 
Many sex workers are establishing 
backup accounts with Protonmail. 
 
Many sex workers are opening backup email 
accounts in case they lose their main email 
account. 
 
Protonmail is based in Switzerland and offers 
encryption is a popular choice 
 

 
Consider sending an email to your client list, giving them your back-up email, so they can still contact you if 
your primary email goes down. 
You can also add extra protection by adding a VPN on top of your emails. 
Remember to backup the email sites that you are using, both primary and backup sites, regularly. 
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https://redumbrella.ch/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fredumbrella.ch%2F&h=ATPSOqKGpbi_sAxQ4u8MpBejC0a2s07HrunItSKnKSXXleZwYUXn1KfsdxwjRHsX-cYCK9hfMcRC5D08xcneqg1IPzskucWhJoIKGnzwu-92fwM0KA4
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https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmaggiemcneill.wordpress.com%2F2018%2F04%2F09%2Fred-umbrella-hosting%2F&h=ATOovuTw2ajPcu2Fnk4oCRn9WB4EHnN9_BPZ3kMPZO12njQDisqC70Y53viofbrYMp6aXdGGzh6argz_u1Fo-lbkWsbzAMGP6WsCUU0yWu-EYpG1w6M


 
 

4.14. What About Facebook and Twitter? 

 

4.14.1. Alternative Facebook 
IDKA.COM 

Idka.com is similar to Facebook in its 
structure, but seems to be a lot more 
private and protected. Many sex 
workers are getting membership to 
idka.com in case they need an 
alternative to Facebook. 
 
Some sex workers are doing parallel posting on both Facebook and Idka 
 
Idka offers: 

● a hidden group that cannot be searched for, even with a URL 
● a search functionality that is comprehensive and simple 
● Swiss hosting (FOSTA safe) 
● not sharing ownership of info, the group owns the info 
● not having any apparent prejudices against sex work 

 
 

4.14.2. Alternative Twitter 

 
The Twitter alternative being most used by sex workers is Switter. 
In case our SWOPnsw twitter account goes down, SWOP has 
created a SWOPnsw profile on Switter! 
 
Switter accounts are free to create, and on a platform where sex 
work content is welcomed, so might also be an option if you use 
Twitter to promote your sex work services. 
 
Switter Handle: SWOPnsw #followme 
 

 
 

4.14.3. Shadowbanning on Twitter 

If shadowbanned, you should change settings to 
"sensitive media" and 

● don’t retweet other posts 
● no nudes 
● no hashtagging 

The Shadowban should lift after several days and you can 
then return to previous settings. 
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5. Fasten your seatbelts, it's going to be a bumpy night! 

 
 

5.2. There are many threats 

5.2.1. Malicious software 

Malicious software comes in many forms, such as viruses, 
Trojan horses, spyware, and worms. Usually you are tricked into 
downloading it, often thinking it is something else. 

 
Malware, malicious software, is any software that is used to 
disrupt the operation, of a computer, remove sensitive 
information from a computer or gain access to private 
computer systems. 
 

● A botnet is a network of  computers taken over by a robot (bot) 
● Computer Viruses replicate their structures or effects by infecting other files or structures on a 

computer.  Commonly used to steal data. 
● Computer worms are programs that replicate throughout a computer network for malicious 

purposes. 
● Ransomware restricts access to a computer and demands a ransom. 
● Scareware is scam software with malicious payloads, usually of limited or no benefit, that are sold to 

consumers via certain unethical marketing practices. The selling approach uses social engineering to 
cause shock, anxiety, or the perception of a threat, generally directed at an unsuspecting user. 

● Spyware secretly monitors and reports to another party activity on a computer system 
● A Trojan horse pretends to be harmless, so that a user willingly allows it to be downloaded onto the 

computer. 
● KeyLogger, keystroke logging, often referred to as keylogging or keyboard capturing, records the 

keys struck on a keyboard 
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5.3. Denial-of-service attack 
A DoS attack or distributed denial-of-service attack (DDoS 
attack) is an attempt to make a computer resource 
unavailable to its intended users by overloading a server with 
many simultaneous data attacks. 
 

 
 

5.3.4. Phishing 

Phishing is an attack which targets online users for 
extraction of their sensitive information such as username, 
password and credit card information.  
 
Phishing occurs when the attacker pretends to be a 
trustworthy entity, either via email or web page. 
 
 
 

5.3.7. Application vulnerabilities 

Applications used to access the internet may contain security vulnerabilities such as memory safety bugs or 
flawed authentication checks. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory_safety
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory_safety


 
 

 
 

5.4. Remedies 
 

5.4.1. Network layer security 

 
TCP/IP protocols may be secured with cryptographic 
methods and security protocols. 
 
These protocols include 

1. Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), succeeded by 
2. Transport Layer Security (TLS) for web traffic, 
3. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) for email, and 
4. IPsec for the network layer security. 

 
 

5.4.2. Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) 

 
IPsec is designed to protect TCP/IP communication in a secure manner. It is a set of security extensions 
developed by the Internet Task Force (IETF). It provides security and authentication at the IP layer by 
transforming data using encryption. 
 
Two main types of transformation that form the basis of IPsec: the Authentication Header (AH) and ESP. 
These two protocols provide data integrity, data origin authentication, and anti-replay service. These 
protocols can be used alone or in combination to provide the desired set of security services for the Internet 
Protocol (IP) layer. 
 
The basic components of the IPsec security architecture are described in terms of the following 
functionalities: 

● Security protocols for AH and ESP 
● Security association for policy management and traffic processing 
● Manual and automatic key management for the Internet key exchange (IKE) 
● Algorithms for authentication and encryption 

 
The set of security services provided at the IP layer includes access control, data origin integrity, protection 
against replays, and confidentiality. The algorithm allows these sets to work independently without affecting 
other parts of the implementation. The IPsec implementation is operated in a host or security gateway 
environment giving protection to IP traffic. 
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5.4.3. Multi-factor authentication 

Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a method of computer access control in which a user is granted access 
only after successfully presenting several separate pieces of evidence to an authentication mechanism 
 
See also “Password and Security” Section 
 
5.4.3.1. Security tokens 

Some online sites offer customers the ability to use a six-digit code which randomly changes every 30–60 
seconds on a security token. The keys on the security token have built in mathematical computations and 
manipulate numbers based on the current time built into the device. 
 
This means that every thirty seconds there is only a certain array of numbers possible which would be 
correct to validate access to the online account. The website that the user is logging into would be made 
aware of that device's serial number and would know the computation and correct time built into the device 
to verify that the number given is indeed one of the handful of six-digit numbers that works in that given 
30-60 second cycle. 
 
See also “Password and Security” Section 
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5.4.4. Electronic mail security 

 
Email messages are composed, delivered, and stored in a multiple step process, which starts with the 
message's composition. 
 
 
5.4.4.1. Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) 

 
Pretty Good Privacy provides confidentiality by encrypting messages to be transmitted or data files to be 
stored using an encryption algorithm such as Triple DES or CAST-128. Email messages can be protected by 
using cryptography in various ways, such as the following: 
Signing an email message to ensure its integrity and confirm the identity of its sender. 
Encrypting the body of an email message to ensure its confidentiality. 
Encrypting the communications between mail servers to protect the confidentiality of both message body 
and message header. 
 
The first two methods, message signing and message body encryption, are often used together; however, 
encrypting the transmissions between mail servers is typically used only when two organizations want to 
protect emails regularly sent between each other. For example, the organizations could establish a virtual 
private network (VPN) to encrypt the communications between their mail servers over the Internet.  
 
Unlike methods that can only encrypt a message body, a VPN can encrypt entire messages, including email 
header information such as senders, recipients, and subjects. In some cases, organizations may need to 
protect header information. However, a VPN solution alone cannot provide a message signing mechanism, 
nor can it provide protection for email messages along the entire route from sender to recipient. 
 
5.4.4.2. Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) 

 
MIME transforms non-ASCII data at the sender's site to Network Virtual Terminal (NVT) ASCII data and 
delivers it to client's Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) to be sent through the Internet.[15] The server 
SMTP at the receiver's side receives the NVT ASCII data and delivers it to MIME to be transformed back to 
the original non-ASCII data. 
 
5.4.4.3. Message Authentication Code 

 
A Message authentication code (MAC) is a cryptography method that uses a secret key to encrypt a message. 
This method outputs a MAC value that can be decrypted by the receiver, using the same secret key used by 
the sender. The Message Authentication Code protects both a message's data integrity as well as its 
authenticity. 
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5.4.5. Firewalls 

A computer firewall controls access between networks. It generally consists of gateways and filters which 
vary from one firewall to another. 
 
Firewalls also screen network traffic and are able to block traffic that is dangerous. Firewalls act as the 
intermediate server between SMTP and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) connections. 
 
Firewalls impose restrictions on incoming and outgoing Network packets to and from private networks. 
Incoming or outgoing traffic must pass through the firewall; only authorized traffic is allowed to pass through 
it. Firewalls create checkpoints between an internal private network and the public Internet, also known as 
choke points (borrowed from the identical military term of a combat limiting geographical feature). 
 
Firewalls can create choke points based on IP source and TCP port number. They can also serve as the 
platform for IPsec. Using tunnel mode capability, firewall can be used to implement VPNs.  
 
Firewalls can also limit network exposure by hiding the internal network system and information from the 
public Internet. 
 

 

5.4.5.1. Types of Firewall 

5.4.5.2. Packet filter 

A packet filter is a first generation firewall that 
processes network traffic on a packet-by-packet 
basis. Its main job is to filter traffic from a remote IP 
host, so a router is needed to connect the internal 
network to the Internet. 
 
5.4.5.3. Stateful packet inspection 

In a stateful firewall the circuit-level gateway is a 
proxy server that operates at the network level of an 

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model and statically defines what traffic will be allowed. Circuit proxies 
will forward Network packets (formatted unit of data ) containing a given port number, if the port is 
permitted by the algorithm. The main advantage of a proxy server is its ability to provide Network Address 
Translation (NAT), which can hide the user's IP address from the Internet, effectively protecting all internal 
information from the Internet. 
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5.4.5.4. Application-level gateway 

An application-level firewall is a third generation firewall where a proxy server operates at the very top of 
the OSI model, the IP suite application level. A network packet is forwarded only if a connection is 
established using a known protocol. Application-level gateways are notable for analyzing entire messages 
rather than individual packets of data when the data are being sent or received. 
 

5.4.6. Browser choice 

 
Browser security is the application 
of Internet security to web browsers 
in order to protect networked data 
and computer systems from 
breaches of privacy or malware. 
 
Security exploits of browsers often 
use JavaScript; sometimes with 
cross-site scripting (XSS)  sometimes 
with a secondary payload using 
Adobe Flash. 
 
 

Security exploits can also take advantage of vulnerabilities (security holes) that are commonly exploited in all 
browsers (including Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera, Microsoft Internet Explorer, and Safari. 
 
5.4.6.1. What Can I Do? 

 
1. Load clean software: Boot from a known clean operating system that has a known clean internet 

browser 
2. Prevent attacks via third-party software by using a hardened internet browser or 

add-on-free-browsing mode 
3. Use a trusted and secure Domain Name Server to prevent DNS manipulation 
4. Avoid website-based exploits: Employ link-checking browser plug-ins commonly found in internet 

security software 
5. Avoid malicious content: Employ perimeter defenses and anti-malware software 

 
 
5.4.6.2. Hardened Internet Browsers 

Are simply off the shelf programs You can increase (harden) your browser security by: 
1. Turning off all unnecessary plugins (basically, mini-apps that run inside your browser) 
2. Setting up an Internet/browser security program, like Avast’s Online Security or Webroot’s Filtering 

Extension. These add-ins (or similar) come with most Internet security programs, and they check 
web pages and search results to keep you from unknowingly navigating into danger. 

3. Sending out a Do Not Track request. 
4. Making ActiveX, JavaScript, Java, and Adobe/PDF files ask for permission before running. 
5. Blocking third-party cookies and setting the browser to notify you whenever a cookie wants to be 

saved on your PC. 
More detailed instructions can be found at How to Harden Your Browser Against Malware and Privacy 
Concerns 
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5.4.7. Antivirus Software 

Antivirus software and Internet security programs can protect a 
programmable device from attack by detecting and eliminating 
viruses. 
 

5.4.8. Password Managers 

A password manager is a software application that helps a user 
store and organize passwords. Password managers usually 
store passwords encrypted, requiring the user to create a 
master password; a single, ideally very strong password which 
grants the user access to their entire password database . 
 
 

 

5.4.9. Software Security Suites 

 
Software Security suites usually contain a suite of firewalls, anti-virus and anti-spyware. Some offer theft 
protection, portable storage device safety check, private Internet browsing, cloud anti-spam, and file 
shredding 

5.21.1. Should I Use a VPN ? 

A virtual private network (VPN) is 
a technology that creates a safe 
and encrypted connection over a 
less secure network, such as the 
internet.  

VPN technology was developed as 
a way to allow remote users and 
branch offices to securely access 
corporate applications and other 
resources. You should take note of 
the countries in which the VPN 
provider does business.  

The provider will be subject to the laws in those countries. 
 

5.22.1. Should I Use Encryption Software? 

Encryption software translates data into 
another form, or code, so that only people with 
access to a secret key (formally called a 
decryption key) or password can read it. 
 
If you send a message using end to-end 
encrypted messaging apps - like iMessage, 
WhatsApp, Signal or Wickr - it’s basically 
impossible for law enforcement agencies (or 
anyone else) to intercept and read it. 
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5.22.2. Do I Need Cryptocurrencies ? 

 
Many of the now deleted sites only accepted 
cryptocurrencies. Will I still need to use these? 
 
The non-acceptance of many forms of payment by 
internet sites that carried sex work advertising was 
driven by bank policies, not the current 
FOSTA-SESTA legislation. 
 
Cryptocurrencies are speculative, complex and 
involve significant risks – they are highly volatile and 

sensitive to secondary activity. Performance is unpredictable and past performance is no guarantee of future 
performance. 
 
For an extremely detailed guide please refer to this resource TheLovelyCorrine.com. 
 
We have guides to cryptocurrency on our website and social media, and also 
https://www.finder.com.au/blockchain-guide 
 

5.22.11. What About POLi? 

Other payment options canvassed by community 
members include POLi. POLi Payments Pty Ltd 
(formerly known as Centricom) is an online 
payments company based in Melbourne.  
 
POLi Payments has been acquired by SecurePay 
Holdings, a fully owned subsidiary of Australia Post. 
There are major security concerns with POLi and it 
is widely suggested to use in conjunction with a 
secondary account only, as you will be required to 
give them all your banking details, including security 
and banking history. Banks aren’t big on POLi and 
will probably violate their terms and conditions. 
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5.22.12. Passwords and Security 

When signing up for new advertising platforms, even those run by sex workers, use a NEW 
password/username combination to ward against being hacked. It's a good rule of thumb when you don't 
know whether a website has decent cyber-security measures in place. 
 
5.22.12.1. Two Factor Authentication 

Enable Two-Factor Authentication for your digital accounts (especially email and social-media) to keep your 
accounts safe. 
 
An extra layer of security is known as "multi factor authentication" 
 
With standard security procedures (especially online) only requiring a simple username and password, it has 
become increasingly easy for criminals (either in organised gangs or working alone) to gain access to a user's 
private data such as personal and financial details and then use that information to commit fraudulent acts, 
generally of a financial nature. 
 
5.22.12.1.1. How does it work? 

Two Factor Authentication, also known as 2FA, two step verification or TFA (as an acronym), is an extra layer 
of security that is known as "multi factor authentication" that requires not only a password and username 
but also something that only, and only, that user has on them, i.e. a piece of information only they should 
know or have immediately to hand - such as a physical token. 
 
Using a username and password together with a piece of information that only the user knows makes it 
harder for potential intruders to gain access and steal that person's personal data or identity. 
 
above from SecurEnvoy site where more detailed information is also available 
 
5.22.12.2. How to set up two-factor authentication on all your online accounts 

 
5.22.12.3. Use a password manager to strengthen your passwords. 

Don’t use passwords that are plain or everyday words or that are letters and numbers only 
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5.22.13. And Again;  

BACKUP ALL your stuff!  
 
 

 

 
As platforms delete things, you 
don’t want to lose your 
information. 
 
 
 

 

Deletions are happening 
without warning and in 
unexpected places 
 
 

 
 
 

Refer to the Backup Section on 
the first page (Page 3) of this 
Guide. 
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6. What is Your PLAN B ? 

 
 
So you are now  

1. backing up regularly 

2. you have moved to the safest sites on the internet that you can find 

3. you have backup/fallbacks/alternatives in place for your website, your Twitter and your Facebook 

4. You have moved to a more secure email or secured existing email and have a backup email adress 
ready to go 

5. You have increased your online security protocols to give you the maximum achievable online 
security so that now you most probably have the following: 

a. secure and separate passwords for all locations and programs, along with two factor 
authentication and possibly a password manager 

b. a secure or hardened web browser 
c. a VPN operating (Virtual Private Network) and/or Firewall 
d. encryption software 
e. a secure DNS Server 
f. a firewall with a Host Intrusion Prevention System (HIPS) 

 
https://www.techsupportalert.com/contento/how-stay-safe-while-online.htm 
 

6.1. Is this Enough ? 
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7. Other Things You Can Do 

7.1. Diversify your income. 

This means can mean different advertising venues, different forms of work or different personas. Create a 
safety net, not a tightrope. 
 
We suggest you contact your local sex work organization as they often run skill-sharing classes and 
workshops and can advise on diversifying income. 
 

7.2. Do not ever accept that you and your rights do not matter, 
Do not accept that you or your life or your safety does not matter. Do what you have to do, and know that if 
something happens – if you took a client you weren’t sure about, shifting screening, tried a new gig and 
something went wrong – it is not your fault. You matter and people care. 
 
Sex work is not going to disappear. Sex work and sex workers have existed for thousands of years and will for 
thousands more.  Sex workers are resourceful and resilient. Already we are regrouping and finding work 
arounds and new survival strategies 
 
If you have not already done so, get in contact with other sex workers and join your local sex worker 
organization. Your involvement will help others and by being involved you will receive the support of your 
fellow sex workers. 
How did this impact you? What did you do to survive? We’ll be building a spot to share your story, if you 
would like it used in advocacy moving forward, but in the meantime – your story is important. 
 

7.3. Contact List Australian Sex Worker Organizations 

 
A list of Australian sex worker organizations can be found on the website of Australia’s peak national sex 
work organization Scarlet Alliance 
 

7.4. Contact List of Sex Worker Organizations World Wide 

 
A worldwide list of sex worker organizations can be found on the website of the Global Network of Sex Work 
Projects (NSWP). 
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7.4.1. Note on Fetlife; 

If You Work in BDSM or Fetish You May have a Fetlife Account 

 
 
Fetlife has also made changes due to FOSTA/SESTA that will impact BDSM workers who may work on Fetlife. 
 
This is the full post from the founder of Fetlife, and is only accessible to Fetlife members: 
 
"Exchanging Sex Acts for Goods or Services:  
We've never allowed members of FetLife to exchange sex acts for goods or services, so we don't need to 
change our guideline. However, we will be taking a harder line on any member that tries to exchange a sex 
act for goods or services. If a member joins FetLife just to find someone to exchange a sex act for goods or 
services, we will lock them out and put their profile in the delete queue. If an active member is found trying 
to exchange a sex act for goods, we will give them one warning. If the member initiates a second exchange, 
we will lock them out of their profile and put them in the delete queue. This process applies for all parties 
involved in a sex for goods transaction: the one offering the sex act (i.e., prostitute), the one offering a good 
in exchange for a sex act (i.e., john), and anyone doing any go-between (i.e., pimp). 
 
Escorting:  
This one was tougher, but to help manage our risk, we will no longer allow people to offer any type of 
escorting services on FetLife. Meaning, we will no longer allow groups devoted to escorting, members to 
advertise their escorting services on their profile, etc. As a team, we want to reiterate that there is nothing 
wrong with escorting. It’s just an unfortunate reality that people often use the term “escort” as a 
euphemism for more than just escorting. If an escort is found using Fetlife to find a client and is then caught 
offering more than just companionship, FetLife can be held liable, fined, and I can be imprisoned for up to 25 
years. 
 
Consensual Blackmail & Financial Domination:  
Consensual blackmail & financial domination are valid and exciting kinks for some, but unfortunately 
scammers and fake accounts use these kinks as a ploy for exploitation far too frequently for us to ensure the 
safety of our members. Now with SESTA/FOSTA on the horizon, consensual blackmail and financial 
domination cases could become a larger threat to Fetlife as a whole. Hence, we will no longer be able to 
allow consensual blackmail & financial domination play on FetLife." 
 
Full post from Fetlife founder only accessible to Fetlife members: https://fetlife.com/groups/311/gr 
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